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FIDIVI AND THE ENVIRONMENT,
A LIFE-LONG LOVE STORY.

FIDIVI is an historical italian weaving company with a beating heart 
that reflects the ideals of the people that are part of it.

LOVE for innovation and tradition, SENSITIVITY for the environment 
and PASSION for fabrics are the main basis of our philosophy.

In FIDIVI the passion for the product has always gone hand in hand 
with the respect for the environment, not only because it is a 
necessity, but especially because we love our territory!

We decided to do something concrete in order to protect our planet:
• we produce our fabrics using only 100% green energy
• we developed a Green Collection that is composed only of

recycled and recyclable fabrics.

In these pages you will discover our Green Collection, made of 
sustainable high performance fabrics.



OUR RECYCLED FIBERS

SEAQUAL® YARN

A high quality 100% post-consumer recycled polyester yarn, obtained from plastic marine 
litter, which is collected and transformed into Upcycled Marine SEAQUAL® YARN by 
SEAQUAL INITIATIVE.

GLOBAL RECYCLED STANDARD

The Global Recycled Standard (GRS) is an international standard 
  

 
aspects and the respect of the imposed chemical restrictions.

ECONYL®

A polyamide yarn obtained through the recycling of nylon waste such 

ECONYL®  no loss of quality.

TREVIRA CS ECO

This yarn puts together the double feature of being recycled and 
 CS branded.

RECYCLED POLYESTER

A 100% post-consumer recycled polyester yarn obtained from recycled PET bottles.

OUR GREEN CERTIFICATE



Cationic knitted fabric 
100% SEAQUAL® YARN
28 colors

NAUTILUS



SEALIFE

Versatile, unicolored and melange fabric
100% SEAQUAL® YARN
30 colors



Technical two-toned fabric
100% recycled polyamide
18 colors

STROMBOLI



Pied de poule pattern fabric
100% recycled polyamide
10 colors

PANAREA



TIME

Cationic fabric with a melange effect 
100% recycled polyester
28 colors



SPAZIO

3D knitted fabric 
100% recycled polyester
16 colors



ONE

Knitted fabric
100% recycled polyester
40 colors



KELLY

Crepe fabric
100% Trevira CS Eco
26 colors



SMART

Micro structured and technique fabric
100% Trevira CS Eco
26 colors

SMART

Micro structured and technique fabric
100% Trevira CS Eco
26 colors



BRAVO

Crepe fabric
100% recycled polyester
26 colors


